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THE CAUCHY-KOWALEVSKI THEOREM FOR I-MODULES 
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ABSTRACT. - The Cauchy-Kowalevski Theorem for &x-modules and for holomorphic functions is formulated 
and proved at a micro-local direction, that is in the category Db (Y; PI-). 0 Elsevier, Paris 
RBsuMB. - Le Theo&me de Cauchy-Kowalevski pour les &x-modules et pour les fonctions holomotphes est 
formult et dtmontre microlocalement, c’est-a-dire dans la categoric Db (Y; PI.). 0 Elsevier, Paris 
Introduction 
The Cauchy-Kowalevski theorem is certainly a cornerstone in the theory of linear 
analytic partial differential equations, and its generalization to general systems of equations 
by M. Kashiwara in his 70’ thesis [K] is a good example of the powerness of D-module 
theory. Now consider a micro-differential operator P (a section of &x; see Sato, Kawai and 
Kashiwara [S-K-K]) defined on some neighborhood of p E T*X, the cotangent bundle to 
a complex manifold X. There is no natural action of P on Ox. However, choosing a local 
coordinate system and denoting by C the complex hyperplane with conormal p, Bony and 
Schapira [B-S] defined the operator PC (interpretting negative derivation as integration), 
its action on spaces of holomorphic functions defined on suitable domains associated to 
C and proved a Cauchy-Kowakevski theorem in this framework. Next, Kashiwara and 
Schapira [K-S11 shown that &x,~ is the inductive limit of a family of rings Ex(y, D) and 
each Ex (y, D) acts naturally on the sheaves ~;‘R&+JEz(Ox), these last sheaves being 
all isomorphic to c3 x in the category @(X;p) of [K-S2], the localization of the derived 
category of sheaves @(X) at p E T*X. Using the results of [K-S2], we first give a precise 
meaning to the object R’FlomE, (M, 0~)~ in Db(X; p). Then we consider a morphism 
of complex manifolds f : Y --+ X, p E Y x T*X, px = fn(p),py = tf’(p) (notations of 
[K-S3]) and we assume M is defined in a Gighborhood of px and non-characteristic with 
respect to f. Denote by & -lM the inverse image of M by f, a coherent Ey-module. 
The object f;lRliomE, (M, 0~)~~ is well-defined in Db(Y;pl~) by [K-S31 and we 
construct the natural morphism 
.f[1R7-lom,(M, Qx&, + RXom,(fp-lM, QY),,. 
in Db(Y; py ) and using the result of [B-S], we prove it is an isomorphism. 
The author take this occasion to express his gratitude to Professor P. Schapira for the 
motivation of present work and also for many fruitful discussions and suggestions. Without 
them, this work may not exist. 
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2. Review and Notations 
In this paper, we will follow the notations of [K-S31 for sheaves and D-modules. We 
refer to [S-K-K] for the theory of micro-differential systems (see [S] for an exposition). 
On a topological space X, we shall make use of the categories: Mod( C,), the category of 
sheaves of Cx-modules, C”(Cx) := Cb(Mod(C,)), the category of bounded complexes 
of C,y-modules, Kb(C.y), the category deduced from C”(C,) by identifying homotopically 
equivalent morphisms and Db(X) = Db(Cdy) the bounded derived category of Mod(C.y ). 
If X is a real manifold, one denotes by T : T*X + X its cotangent bundle. Recall that 
if p E T*X, Db(X; p) denotes the localization of Db(X) by the sub-category of objects 
F such that p $ SS(F), the micro-support of F. 
Now assume that X is a complex manifold. As usual, one denotes by Ex the sheaf of 
micro-differential operators on X. 
When X is an open subset of C” and y a closed proper convex cone in C” with vertex 
at 0, one denotes by X, the space X endowed with the y-topology and by & : X + X, 
the natural continuous map. We shall not recall here the notion of a y-round open set D 
and the construction of the ring E-Y(Y: D), and refer to [K-Sl]. 
3. Definition of R?fomE, (M, Ox)px 
Let X be a complex analytic manifold and px E T*X. Let M be a left coherent 
Ex--module defined in a neighborhood of p.~. By [S-K-K], there is a finite free resolution 
M’+M--+O with 
where each Pj being a N3+1 x Nj-matrix with components in Ix. We fix a coordinate 
system II: = (xi, x2, . . ,z,) on X and we denote by (x; r) the corresponding coordinate 
system on T*X. Let p.~ = (x0; [a). There exists a proper closed convex cone y with 
vertex at 0 in 43” so that y c {[a}oa and a y-round open neighborhood D of x0 such 
that any component of each Pi belongs to E~(Y, D). Let AP(y, D) be the complex of 
Ex(y, D)-modules: 
(3.2) M*(y, D) : 0 + Ex(7, D)Nv ‘fk’ . . . ---+ Ex(y, D)N1 2 E~i(y, D)N” --+ 0. 
Let R and 00 be two y-open sets with Ra c R such that 2 := 62 \ Ro is a neighborhood of 
z. and 2 c D . We know that we can choose D so that 4;’ RrZRq5,,Udx [l] is concentrated 
in degree 0 and is well-defined in the category of sheaves of Ex(y, D)-modules on f2 
(Corollary 3.2.5 in [K-S11 ). In the sequel, for short, we will denote it by Ox(y, 2): 
O,(y, 2) := q5y1RI’zRq&Q~[1]. 
Consider the complex HomEx(Y,D)(M’(Y, D); ~x(Y, 2)): 
(3.3) 0 4 Ox(y, Z)“O 2 o.y(y? .qN1 + . . . + Ox(Y, qNr + 0, 
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an object of Cb( Co). Consider the chain of functors: 
c”(cn) + Kb(Gl) ---+ Db(X) + Db(X;p*y). 
DEFINITION 3.1. - We will denote by RFlome, (M, 0~)~~ the image of the object 
HomEx(y,D)(M*(Y,D), OX(Y, Z)) in Db(X;p,~). 
THEOREM 3.2 
(i) The object Rl-tomE,. (M, OA~)px E Db(X; p;y) is independent of the choice of y. Z 
and D. 
(ii) The object R’FtomE, (M, 0 x px E Db(X; px) depends only on M up to ) 
isomorphism i.e. does not depend on the choice of a free resolution M’. 
(iii) R’HomE,Y (M, 0~)~~ is functorial with respect to M. 
(iv) There exists an open neighborhood W of px such that 
SS(RXomE, (M, OX),,) n W c Char(M) n W. 
(v) Let 0 --+ M’ -+ M + M” + 0 be any exact sequence of coherent E,,--modules. 
Then it gives rise to a distinguished triangle in Db(X;px) : 
R’Flom&, (M”; 0~)~~ - R’Flom&, (M, OX)~, --+ R7-lom~~ (M’, O<Y)),,~ 2. 
Proof 
(i) Let Y’, D’, R’, fib and 2’ be respectively another proper closed convex cone with 
vertex at 0, y’-round open set, two y/-open sets and 2’ := s2’\Rb satisfying the same 
conditions as y, D, R, Ra and 2 and such that y c Y’, D’ c D, R’ c 0, Rb > 52, 
2’ c 2. Then the we have the natural morphism 
Homqy~p)(~‘(-r’, D’), OX(Y, 4) + HomE(,,q(M’(y, D), ~x(Y, Z)) 
and by the micro-local cut-off lemma ([K-S3], Prop.5.2.3), it is an isomorphism 
in Db(X; pi). 
(ii) Let M’ -+ M + 0 be a finite free resolution as in (3.1) and n/’ + M + 0 be 
another finite free resolution with 
The two complexes of free Ed:-modules being quasi-isomorphic are homotopic, so 
there exist morphisms $ : N’ -+ M’ and cp : M’ + N’ such that li, o cp is 
homotopic to idM. and cp o $ to id,u.. Let s : M’ --+ M’[l] and t : N’ -+ N’[l] 
be the homotopies. We may assume that the components of the Pj’s and Qi’s as 
well as of the homotopies s and t all belong to E.Y (y, D). We denote by Sol(p) 
the morphism associated to cp 
(3.4) HomEx(y,D)(N*(Yr D), OX(Y, Z)) + HomEx(-,.D)(M*(Y, D), ~x(Y, Z)) 
and similarly for Sol($), Sol(s), Sol(t). S’ mce the morphism Sol(s) induces a 
homotopy of HomEx(y,D)(Mo(y, D), O,v(y, Z)) in C”(Co), it is an isomorphism 
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in Kb(Q30) and similarly for Sol(t). Hence SoE(cp) and Sod are isomorphisms 
inverse to each other in Db(X; ps). 
(iii) Let M -+ N be a morphism of Ex--modules. Then there exist a free resolution M’ 
of M and N’ of N and a commutative diagram with exact rows 
MO-M-0 
(3.5) 1 1 
N’ ------+N-----+o. 
There exist y and D such that M*(y, II) and N*(y, D) are well-defined. Then (3.5) 
defines the morphism of complexes: 
and applying the functor HornEx(r,o) (., O,(y, 2)) with 2 as above, we get the 
morphism in Db(X; ps): 
(3.6) RX-tomE, (N, OS Jpx + R%ow, CM! 0~)~~. 
(iv) Follows from Theorem 10.4.2 in [K-S2]. 
(v) We may find finite free resolutions M’, M” and M”’ such that the sequence 
is exact in Cb(&,y). For each j, the sequence 
0 -+ M’J - ,A& ---+ M”J i 0 
being an exact sequence of free Ex-module, it is homotopic to 0. For suitable y 
and D, the corresponding complexes M’(y , D), M” (y, 0) and A@” (y , 0) are 
well-defined and it follows that the sequence of complexes of E~(Y, D)-modules 
0 + M’y-y,D) - M’(y,D) - hP(y,D) + 0 
is also homotopic to 0. Thus by applying the functor HomEx cr,o)(., (3~ (y, Z)), 
for a suitable 2, we get an exact sequence in Cb(Mod(Q30)) giving rise to a 
distinguished triangle in Db( X; pay). q 
4, Inverse Image 
Let f : Y -+ X be a morphism of manifolds. We denote by “f’ and fV the associated 
maps: 
T*Y x Y x T*X 5 T*X. 
s- 
Let p E Y ; T*X and set py := tf’(p) E T*Y, px := fr(p) E T’X. 
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DEFINITION 4.1. - One defines the full subcategory D:(X;px) of Db(X; px) by setting 
D@;px) := {F E ~~(~;P.~);Y~(P~) n f;WW) c {PH. 
The micro-local inverse image 
f&y’ : D@;px) -+ @(KPY) 
is well-defined, by [K-S3], Theorem 6.1.9, (ii). 
DEFINITION 4.2. - Let M be a coherent Ix-module defined in a neighborhood U of ps 
such that f is non-characteristic for M at py. We may assume (shrinking U if necessary) 
that we have 
tf’-l(py) n f;l(Char(M) n U) c {p}. 
We set 
Notice that R’Flome,(M, 0~)~~ E D;(X;px) in this case, by Theorem 3.2, (iv). 
Then we have the following: 
THEOREM 4.3. - Assume f non-characteristic for M at py. 
(i) There is a natural morphism 
(4.1) P : ~;'(RX~~E,(M,OX)~~) + R~om&y(fp-lM,~~)pu, 
which is functorial with respect to M. 
(ii) p is an isomorphism in Db(Y;py). 
Proof. - We decompose f as the composite of a closed embedding h and a projection 
p : f = p o h, i.e. 
f:YkYxXAX. 
(a) First we assume that f is a projection Y x X -+ X. In this case, f;’ = f-‘. By 
standard arguments, we may reduce to the case where M = Ex. Take y, D, R and 
Ra in X and set 2 := R \ 00, ;V := (0) x y c Y x X, fi := Y x D, fi := Y x R, 
fiO := Y x Ra and 2 := fi \ ho. Let 0; be the Spencer resolution of the coherent 
Dy-module 0~. Set &7,x+X := OFD? Eyxx. Then we have 
which proves the result in this case. 
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(b) We shall construct p in case f is a closed embedding. By decomposing f, we may 
assume that Y is a hypersurface of X. Then we choose coordinates (zi! x2: . . . . z,,) 
on X such that Y is defined by (21 = 0). We construct by induction a resolution 
k . . --+M +... -+M1$Mo+M+O, 
where each M” is a finite direct sum of modules of the type &,v/EAy . P with Y 
non-characteristic for P. We set 
(4.2) M’ : . . . --FM” --+ . . . -iM1$MotO. 
Hence we have a quasi-isomorphism M’ r M. Clearly RYtom~, (M, O~y),,y is 
qis 
represented by HomEx(r,D)(lM*(y, D), 0~(y, 2)) in Db(X;ps). Moreover, since 
x1 : M” -+ M li is injective, M/xl . M is quasi-isomorphic as an Ey-module 
to the complex 
M./XI . M’ : . . + Mk/xl . M “%+I. . . 2 Ml/z1 . M1 2 MO/z1 . MO + 0. 
Now remark that M k/x1 . M Ic is a free El,-module and each $ik is I17-linear. 
Thus MD/xl . M’ is a free resolution of fpplM. Denoting by AJ”(y, D) the k-th 
module of the complex n/r* (7, D), the faGly of morphisms 
defines the morphism 
(4.3) 
withfi:=YnD,r:=rnY andfi:=RrlY,fio:=RonY ,%‘=ZnY.Taking 
the inductive limit with respect to (y, D), we get the morphism (4.1). 
To prove the functoriality in this case, we first prove that given a morphism 
8 : M + N, there exists a commutative diagram with exact rows 
M’AM+O 
(4.4) 1 1 
0 
N1 5 N ----+ o, 
with MO = @$x/E x . Pi and N1 = $j&x/&Ay . Qj where Y is non-characteristic 
for the Pj’s and the Qj’s. In fact, there exists a diagram (with N’l of the same 
type as N1) 
MO ----+ M - 0 
IH 
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Then setting JVI := MO CIJ N’l and 11, := (8 o cp, @), we have the desired diagram. 
Now assume to be given the diagram with exact rows: 
M” 5 . . . -MO-M-O 
1 Jp 2L . . . 1 1 - No -Jd-0. 
Set Lk := ker cp”, P Ic := ker $I” and apply the above argument to ,Ck + Pk. Then 
the induction proceeds and we get a morphism of resolutions: 
M’--+M--+O 
1 1 Jv -N---+0. 
Then (4.3) gives a commutative diagram: 
HomE(,,D) (N’(y, D), ox (y, 2)) --f+ HomE(~,fi)w*l 21 . N’)(% fi), OY (7,-m 
1 1 
HOmqy,o)(~‘(7, D), ox ‘Y, 2))--f-+ HomE(~,D)w’l Xl . M’)(;y, fi,), OY(;Y, 2)). 
(c) Let us prove that p is an isomorphism in the situation of (b). Using the 
resolution (4.2), we may reduce to the case with P of Weierstrass type: 
where every Aj (z, Dzl) is a micro-differential operator of order < m - j not 
depending on D r. We then have 
&-‘M N (Ey)*. 
We take +, fi, 60 and 2 as before. Then we have 
Finally, applying Theorem 3.1.2 in [B-S] and using the complex 
M’ : 0 -+ Ex %Ix + 0, 
we get 
cl 
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5. Application 
We keep the notations of the preceding section, and consider F E Db(X; px). Assume 
the following conditions, where C(., .) denotes the normal cone as defined for example 
in [K-S3]: 
(5.1) f is non-characteristic for M at p : i.e.tf’(py) n f;l(Char(M)) c {p}? 
(5.2) f is non-characteristic for F at p : i.e.tf’(py) n f;l(SS(F)) c {p}, 
(5.3) fn : Y ; T*X -+ T*X is non-characteristic for C(Char(M), SS(F)). 
We define 
RXom&, CM, &oW’, OX )lpx := phom(F, R’FlomE,(M, Ox),,). 
THEOREM 5.1. - Assume (5. l), (5.2) and (5.3). Then there is a canonical isomorphism: 
R’FlomE, (M, phom(F, Qx)),,~ r RXomz,. (.f,-‘M, phom(f;lF, 0~ ))P,-. 
Proof. - Let G := R’HomE, (M, c3x)p, E D’(x;p~). It follows easily from [K-S3], 
Theorem. 6.7.1 and the hypotheses, that the morphism 
dom(F, G)),, ---) phom(f;lF, .f;'G),, 
is an isomorphism. Then apply Theorem 4.3. 0 
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